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Coulomb' s law problems answers

Practice problems: Basic electrostatics Solutions 1. (simple) Pointy charge (q1) has a magnitude of 3x10-6C. The second charge (q2) has a magnitude of -1,5x10-6C and is located 0.12m from the first charge. Specify the electrostatic force that each charge fills on the other. F = kqq/r2 F = (9x109)(3x10-6)
(1,5x10-6)/(0.12)2 F = 2,81 N (Attractive) 2. (easy) Describe the changes in the size and direction of force on one of the charge in the electric dipole when the distance between the charge increases. The magnitude of force on each charge will decrease with the distance in the inverse square, and the
direction of force will remain the same. 3. (easy) The image you see here is a device called an electroscope. It is used to detect the presence of excess charge. The top of the electro-jump is made of a metal sphere (conductor). The ball is attached to two very light metal leaves with a conductive shaft. The
leaves are protected from the outside by a glass case. If the positively filled rod were held near the top of the metal electrossasphere, would the leaves spread apart by exceeding what type of charge in the leaves? Some of the electrons in the leaves would rush to the top of the machine because they are
attracted to the rod. Thus, the excess positive charge is softened in the sheets. 4. (simple) If the electroscope in the previous question had been filled with a translation in order to have excess electrons on the leaves, the leaves would have spread out as shown in the figure. If a positive charge object were
then approached by a metal bullet at the top of the electroshock, would the leaves spread forward, or would we approach together? The leaves would approach because some of the excess electrons in the leaves would rush through the pillars. The bullet on the leaves would decrease and collapse (at
least slightly). 5. (simply) Assume that the electroscope in question does not #3 excess charge. If the positively filled rod sticks close to the left side of the metal ball while the right part of the ball is grounded, the leaves remain separated by the floor and the rod is removed (in that order). If a negatively
charged rod were placed next to a metal ball, would the leaves expand more or approach together? We'd spread apart. The electroscope is initially negatively filled with induction. When a negative rod is then introduced, some electrons in the metal ball would run down the thigh, which would make the
foliage even more negative and perform greater separation of force. 6. (easy) Rate the sketch below, assuming that for each arrangement it is the same as the drawing at the center of each row. Specify which central charge has the largest net force on it. In addition, it is necessary to comment on the net
force in relation to the central charge of the other two arrangements. The arrangements don't fluctuate and the bullets are arranged in a balance. Finally, specify net force per central charge, if positive. According to Coulomb's law, the top order is the only one that will produce a net force on the central
charge. The mean and lower arrangements produce a net force of zero on the central charge. If the central charge is positive, the top order will force it to the right. 7. (moderate) Four fillings are located at the corners of the square. The sides of the square have a length of 0,05 m. The upper left corner has
a q charge. The upper right corner has a charge -q. The lower left corner has a charge of 2q. The lower right corner has a charge -2q. Cost: lower left= 1, upper left= 2, upper right=3, lower right=4Ssales: use a = 0,05 mr1,2= a, r1,3 = (√2)a, r1,4 = aF1,2 = k(2q)(q)/a2 = 0.072 N(bumper)F1,3 = k(2q)((2q)
(q)/(√2a)2 = 0.036 N (atrak, below 45°)F1,4 = k(2q)(2q)/a2 = 0.144 N (attractive)ΣFx = F1,3cos(45) + F1,4 = 0.036cos45 + 0.144 = 0.17 NΣFy = F1,3sin (45) - F1,2 = -0.05 NF = 0,18 N 8. (moderate) Two equal charges (mass = 1,0 x10-6 kg) rest on the surface radius R = 0,25 m. Three forces are operated
on each particle: normal force, weight and rebling force that they force on top of each other. The normal force applied to both charges (caused by the surface of the bowl) shall be at an angle of 60° to the horizontal. Find the bullet on each fragment. Normal force is radially towards the center of the
hemisphere. The electrical force is working left on the charge, as shown, but right on the second charge. The weight's down. Uporabite +y navzgor in +x na desno.ΣFy = 0 Nsin60 - mg = 0 N = mg/sin60 ΣFx = 0 Ncos60 - FE = 0 Ncos60 = kqq/R2 Z zamenjavo: (mg/sin60 cos60 = kqq/R2 1.0x10-
6(9.8)/tan60 = 9x109(q2)/(0.25)2 q = 6,3x10-9 C 9. (težko) Dve točki se nahajata na osi x. Oba sta pozitivna, a tisti, ki se nahaja pri x = 0, ima naboj q, medtem ko ima ta, ki se nahaja na x = L, naboj 4q. Če je tretji naboj na osi x med obema nabojema, tako da je neto sila na KATERI KOLI od nabojev nič,
določite velikost tretjega naboja in njegovo lokacijo. Call the third charge q3F3 = k[(q)(q3)/x2 - (4q)(q3)/(L - x)2] = 0Odmis inside the bracket must be zero. Save for x:(q)(q3)/x2 - (4q)(q3)/(L - x)2 = 01/x2 = 4/(L - x)2 3x 2 + 2xL - L2 = 0Ucite quantum formulu to indicate that x = L/3 For the q3 charge, place
the single force of the charge located at x = 0. Fq = k[(q)(q3)/(L/3)2 - (q)(4q)/(L)2] = 0 L vs. magnitude q3 = -(4/9)q Using these values is higher charge, 4q, also in equilibrium. This problem involves the multiple use of the Coulomb Electric Power Act and newton's Universal Gravity Act. Coulomb's



Hydrogen Atom Act... FE = FE = (9,0 × 109 N m2/C2)(1,60 × 10−19 (0.053 × 10-9 m)2 FE = 8.2 × 10−8 N Newton Hydrogen Atom Act... Fg = Fg = (6.67 × 10−11 N m2/kg2)(1.67 × 10−27 kg)(9.11 × 10−31 kg (0,, 053 × 10−9 m)2 Fg = 3,6 × 10−47 N The electrical force may be at a small number, or have
on the mind that the electron does not have much mass. The electrical force is sufficient to keep the electron in orbit around the proton in the hydrogen atom. At 39 orders the size of smaller ones, the gravitational force can also be zero. Gravity doesn't do anything to keep the hydrogen atom together.
Compare... FE = 8.2 × 10−8 N 3,6 × 10−47 N Fg FE ≈ 1039 or 39 types of magnitude Fg Gravity is the weak force of the atomic scale. Coulomb's Helium Helium Act... FE = FE = (9,0 × 109 N m2/C2)(1,60 × 10−19 C)2 (1,2 × 10−15 m)2 FE = 160 N Newton Law for a Dish... Fg = Fg = (6,67 × 10−11 N
m2/kg2)(1,67 × 10−27 kg)2 (1,2 × 10−15 m)2 Fg = 1,3 × 10−34 N The electrical force is surprisingly high. 160 newtons is something like the weight of a one-year-old child – a one-year-old child who presses the proton! How's the dish, it stays together? Because there are 36 commands that are weaker
than electricity, gravity doesn't help much. What's stopping the dish from blowing up? The answer appears elsewhere in this book. Compare... FE = Fg FE ≈ 1036 or 36 types of magnitude Fg Gravity is the weak force of the nuclear scale. Coulomb's law for the Earth-Moon system is a joke. No bodies are
filled. FE = FE = (9,0 × 109 N m2/C2)(0 C)2 (3,84 × 108 m)2 FE = 0 N Newton's law for the earth-moon system is no joke. Both objects are massive (and reasonably close to each other). Fg = Fg = (6.67 × 10−11 N m2/kg2)(5.97 × 1024 kg)(7.35 × 1 1 2.0 × × 1020 N Taj astronomical number allowed to be
explained by the Taj astronomical phenomenon. Newton verified the law of universal gravity by comparing the acceleration of the Moon in its orbit to the acceleration of an apple falling from a tree (a statement that is metaphorically true, not literally true). In fact, the equation was tested with these numbers
(or their 17th-century English equivalents). Compare, if you dare... FE = 0 N Fg 2,0 × 1020 N FE = 0 = n/a Fg Zero is not ten power and therefore the magnitude order cannot be compared either. Electricity is completely irrelevant to this problem. Gravity holds the Moon in its orbit - the end of the debate.
Make the results in a table as below. In order to continue to enjoy our website, feel free to confirm your identity as a human being. Thank you very much for your cooperation. 1. Two points of charge, QA = +8 μC and QB = -5 μC, are separated by a distance r = 10 cm. What's the size of the power.
Constant k = 8,988 x 109 Nm2C −2 = 9 x 109 Nm2C−2. Known : Charge A (qA) = +8 μC = +8 x 10-6 C Charge B (qB) = -5 μC = -5 x 10-6 C k = 9 x 1 109 Nm2C−2 Cartridge distance A i B (rAB) = 10 cm = 0,1 m Trazeno : Magnitude of the electrical force Resitter : Formula Coulomb Law : The electric
forces : 2. Two charged particles as shown in the figure below. QP = +10 μC and Qq = +20 μC are separated by a distance of r = 10 cm. What's the magnitude of electrostatic force? Known : Charge P (QP) = +10 μC = +10 x 10-6 C Charge Q(QQ) = +20 μC = +20 x 10-6 C k = 9 x 109 Nm2 (2 Distance
between charge P i Q (rPQ) = 12 cm = 0,12 m = 12 x 10-2 m Wanted : The magnitude of the electric force Solution : Read : Gravitational field - problems and solutions 3. The three filled particles are distributed to the row as shown in the following illustration. Filling A = -5 μC, filling B = +10 μC and filling C
= -12 μC. Calculate the net electrostatic force on part-time B due to the other two charges. Known : Charge A (qA) = -5 μC = -5 x 10-6 C Charge B (qB) = +10 μC = +10 x 10-6 C Charge C (qC) = -12 μC = -12 x 10-6 C = 9 x 1 109 Nm2C−2 Distance from particle A i B (rAB) = 6 cm = 0,06 m = 6 x 10-2 m
Distance from garlic B i C (rBC) = 4 cm = 0,04 m = 4 x 10-2 m : Magnitude and direction of net electrostatic force on part-time B Solution : Net force on part B is the vector sum of the FBA force transmitted by part A on part B and the FBC force executed on part B by particles C. Force FBA on part-piece B
by part A : The direction of the electrostatic force points to part A (from point to left). FBC force on part B by part A : The direction of the electrostatic force indicates partC (point to the right). Net electrostatic force on particute B : FB = FAB - FBC = 675 N – 125 N = 550 Newton. The direction of the net
electrostatic force on part-time B points to partC (points to the right). Read : Convex Mirror – Problems and Solutions 4. +Q1 = 10 μC, +Q2 = 50 μC and Q3 are separated as shown in the figure below. What is an electrostatic charge on part-3 if the net electrostatic force on the part is 2 zero. Known :
Charge 1 (q1) = +10 μC = +10 x 10-6 C Charge 2 (q2) = +50 μC = +50 x 10-6 C Charging distance 1 and 2 (r12) = 2 cm = 0.0 2 m = 2 x 10-2 m Distance from charge 2 i charge 3 (r23) = 6 cm = 0,06 m = 6 x 10-2 m Net electrostatic force on the contact 2 (F2) = Wanted0 : charge 3 (q3) Solution : The net
force on the particles 2 is the vector sum of force F21, which is executed on particles 2 with particles 1 and force F23 on particles 2 with particles 3. Force F21, which was on part 2 with particles 1 : The direction of the electrostatic force indicates partior 3 (point to the right). Force F23 on part-2 with
particles 3 : Direction of electrostatic force points per part 1 (point to left). Net electrostatic force on partier 2 = 0:
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